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Traditional computational methods for studying quantum many-body systems are “forward meth-
ods,” which take quantum models, i.e., Hamiltonians, as input and produce ground states as output.
However, such forward methods often limit one’s perspective to a small fraction of the space of pos-
sible Hamiltonians. We introduce an alternative computational “inverse method,” the Eigenstate-
to-Hamiltonian Construction (EHC), that allows us to better understand the vast space of quantum
models describing strongly correlated systems. EHC takes as input a wave function |ψT 〉 and pro-
duces as output Hamiltonians for which |ψT 〉 is an eigenstate. This is accomplished by computing
the quantum covariance matrix, a quantum mechanical generalization of a classical covariance ma-
trix. EHC is widely applicable to a number of models and in this work we consider seven different
examples. Using the EHC method, we construct a parent Hamiltonian with a new type of antiferro-
magnetic ground state, a parent Hamiltonian with two different targeted degenerate ground states,
and large classes of parent Hamiltonians with the same ground states as well-known quantum mod-
els, such as the Majumdar-Ghosh model, the XX chain, the Heisenberg chain, the Kitaev chain,
and a 2D BdG model. EHC gives an alternative inverse approach for studying quantum many-body
phenomena.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of quantum many-body physics
comes primarily from the use of “forward methods.”
In the forward method approach, shown in Fig. 1(a),
a quantum model describing a material, e.g., a model
Hamiltonian, is solved. Often solving each Hamiltonian
is difficult requiring expensive numerics or complex an-
alytic approaches. This restricts our attention to a few
representative Hamiltonians or materials which support
particular properties or interesting physics. However, the
space of quantum models is vast and high-dimensional.
The forward approach provides a limited perspective by
restricting our focus to a small fraction of this space. The
entire space, though, almost certainly contains a myr-
iad of interesting physical Hamiltonians corresponding
to undiscovered phases, unknown exactly solvable points,
and Hamiltonians with desirable properties.
While determining the ground state properties from
a Hamiltonian is difficult, understanding interesting
physics from simple prototypical wave functions is more
straightforward. For this reason, wave functions such
as resonating valence bond (RVB) states [1, 2], projected
BCS states [2–4], and Laughlin wave functions [5, 6] have
been widely used to understand spin liquids, high tem-
perature superconductivity, and fractional quantum Hall
physics in situations where Hamiltonian methods have
not been feasible. Since these prototypical wave functions
are easier to work with, one can consider using them as
inputs for an “inverse method” approach for construct-
ing parent Hamiltonians that have these wave functions
as ground states. In fact, parent Hamiltonians have al-
ready been constructed in a variety of contexts and in-
clude, among others [7–16], RVB parent Hamiltonians on
a Kagome lattice [17–19], matrix product state parent
Hamiltonians for one-dimensional systems [20–22], and
Haldane pseudopotentials for a 2D electron gas [23, 24].
However, the methods for constructing parent Hamiltoni-
ans are wave function-specific, normally produce one or a
small number of parent Hamiltonians, and often result in
unphysical models. To overcome these limitations, we de-
veloped a novel inverse method that automates the con-
struction of parent Hamiltonians from wave functions by
searching for models in a large space of “physically rea-
sonable” Hamiltonians. More broadly, inverse methods
have been successful in applications such as solving ma-
chine learning problems [25], targeting many-particle or-
dering in classical materials [26–41], and promoting cer-
tain properties in quantum many-body systems [42–47].
Our new inverse method, Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian
Construction (EHC), takes as input a target wave func-
tion and a target space of Hamiltonians and produces
as output the Hamiltonians within the target space for
which the wave function is an eigenstate (see Fig. 1(b)).
EHC can be readily implemented with existing numeri-
cal tools. The key step of the method is the evaluation
and analysis of the quantum covariance matrix (QCM)
(see Eq. (1)). The wave functions provided as input to
EHC need only to be represented in a way in which the
QCM can be determined, such as numerically through
the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [48]
or variational Monte Carlo (VMC) [49]. We show that
EHC can be implemented in an efficient manner, with the
procedure scaling quadratically in the number of varia-
tional parameters in the target space of Hamiltonians
being considered.
EHC helps solve an important general problem that
has been actively pursued for decades, finding Hamil-
tonians with interesting ground state physics, by using
the inverse approach of constructing parent Hamiltonians
from wave functions. As described above, parent Hamil-
tonians have been constructed, with significant effort, in
many specific contexts to better understand physical sys-
tems ranging from spin liquids to fractional quantum Hall
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2systems. EHC replaces the insight required to find par-
ent Hamiltonians with an efficient and general approach
that can automate their discovery.
While this paper focuses on describing the method and
demonstrating its approach through a number of sim-
ple illustrative examples, it is important to note that
there are many known interesting wave functions that
this method could be fruitfully applied to in the future.
Examples range from the projective symmetry group
(PSG) wave functions [50–53], which span a large num-
ber of spin liquid phases, to Gutzwiller-projected wave
functions, which are heavily used in variational studies
of unconventional superconductivity [3, 4, 54], to wave
functions for fractional Chern insulators [55]. Finding
physically realistic parent Hamiltonians for these wave
functions could lead to important breakthroughs in spin
liquid physics, high temperature superconductivity, and
topological phases of matter. There are also a myr-
iad of other potential uses for the EHC framework in
fields such as quantum material design, cold-atom quan-
tum simulation, and quantum computing. For example,
the EHC framework could help cold-atom experimental-
ists find Hamiltonians for specific quantum ground states
which are constructible within the hardware constraints
of their experiment.
After explaining the method, we discuss three broad
applications of EHC. In each application, we discover
some unexpected relations between wave functions and
the space of Hamiltonians.
(I) Hamiltonian Discovery: The most straightforward
application of EHC is to discover new, simpler, or
more experimentally accessible parent Hamiltonians for
wave functions without known parent Hamiltonians. To
illustrate this procedure, we provide as input to EHC a
uniform superposition of frustrated spin configurations
and automatically find Hamiltonians with this state as
an exact ground state.
(II) State Collision: A second application of EHC is
to the study of degenerate ground states. Here we
introduce a generalized form of EHC, called Degenerate
Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian Construction (DEHC), that
receives as input many wave functions and find spaces
of Hamiltonians for which those wave functions are
degenerate eigenstates. DEHC can be used to identify
level crossings where two potential phases collide or to
identify Hamiltonians with topological degeneracy. We
illustrate this approach by colliding the ground states
of the Majumdar-Ghosh model [56, 57] and the XXZ0
two-leg ladder [58], which are singlet dimer states and
projected 3-coloring states, respectively.
(III) Phase Expansion: As a final application, we show
how to use EHC to take a known ground state wave
function and expand the region of Hamiltonian space
over which this wave function is a ground state. Surpris-
ingly, we discover that many previously known models
are in fact special points in large spaces of non-trivial
Hamiltonians with identical ground states. We show
Forward method Inverse method
Ground state Target state
HamiltoniansHamiltonian
FIG. 1. (a) A typical forward method used in quantum me-
chanics finds the ground state |ψ0〉 of a single Hamiltonian
Hˆ. (b) We introduce a new inverse method, EHC, that finds
Hamiltonian(s) Hˆ1, Hˆ2, . . . from a target state |ψT 〉, with the
property that |ψT 〉 is an energy eigenstate of these Hamilto-
nian(s).
examples of this procedure by expanding the ground
state phase diagram of the XX chain, the Heisenberg
chain, the Kitaev chain, and a 2D BdG model.
Altogether, in applications (I)-(III), we use seven dif-
ferent types of wave functions as input to EHC and in
each case are able to successfully construct new non-
trivial parent Hamiltonians.
II. METHOD
In this section, we introduce our new method, the
Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian Construction (EHC). EHC
takes as input both a target state |ψT 〉 and a target space
of Hamiltonians HˆT and produces as output the space
of Hamiltonians that contains |ψT 〉 as an energy eigen-
state, which we call the eigenstate space of Hamiltonians.
Within the eigenstate space, it is possible for the state
|ψT 〉 to be a ground state in a particular region, which we
call the ground state manifold. This hierarchy of Hamil-
tonian spaces is depicted in Fig. 2.
The target space of Hamiltonians HˆT is a subspace of
the vector space of all possible Hamiltonians. The pos-
sible states of a finite system of N quantum degrees of
freedom with local dimension d, e.g., d = 2 for s = 1/2
spins, form a complex vector space of dimension dN . The
possible Hamiltonians that can act on this system are all
dN × dN Hermitian operators, which form a real vector
space of dimension
(
dN
)2
= d2N . The target space is
a small dT -dimensional physically meaningful subspace
of Hamiltonian space that we choose when using the
EHC method. In particular, we define our target space
by choosing a basis of dT  d2N Hermitian operators
3{hˆa}dTa=1. Defined this way, the target space contains
Hamiltonians of the form HˆT =
∑dT
a=1 Jahˆa with real Ja.
While any set of linearly independent Hermitian opera-
tors can be used to define the target space, some natural
choices for operators include local one and two-site oper-
ators.
The central tool used in EHC is the quantum covari-
ance matrix (QCM), a dT × dT matrix whose matrix
elements are given by
(CT )ab = 〈hˆahˆb〉T − 〈hˆa〉T 〈hˆb〉T (1)
where 〈Oˆ〉T ≡ 〈ψT | Oˆ|ψT 〉/ 〈ψT |ψT 〉 and a, b = 1, . . . , dT .
The QCM is a quantum-mechanical generalization of a
classical covariance matrix, where statistical expectation
values of random variables under a probability distribu-
tion are replaced by quantum expectation values of Her-
mitian operators under a wave function. It can be easily
shown that CT is Hermitian and positive semi-definite.
Most importantly, CT can be used to compute the en-
ergy variance of the target state for Hamiltonians in the
target space:
σ2T = 〈Hˆ2T 〉T − 〈HˆT 〉2T =
dT∑
a=1
dT∑
b=1
Ja(CT )abJb ≥ 0. (2)
From Eq. (2), one can see that an eigenvector of CT with
zero eigenvalue corresponds to a vector of coupling con-
stants J˜a and therefore a Hamiltonian H˜ =
∑
a J˜ahˆa with
zero energy variance under the target state |ψT 〉. Simply
by computing the null space of the QCM, we are able to
find the eigenstate space of Hamiltonians for |ψT 〉.
There are three general cases for the dimensionality
of the null space of the QCM. (1) In the case of a one-
dimensional null space, there is a single null vector, and
therefore a uniquely specified Hamiltonian [59–61] in the
target space, for which the target state |ψT 〉 is an eigen-
state. (2) In the case of a many-dimensional null space,
there is a multi-dimensional space of Hamiltonians, which
includes any Hamiltonian which can be constructed from
a linear combination of the null vectors, which have |ψT 〉
as an eigenstate. The null vectors obtained from numeri-
cal decompositions are often in poor representations that
are difficult to interpret. To overcome this issue we use an
algorithm, described in Ref. 62, which heuristically gen-
erates the sparsest basis for the null space. This ensures
that each Hamiltonian generated from a basis state in our
eigenstate space is constructed from only a small num-
ber of distinct Hermitian operators hˆa. While we find
this decomposition fruitful in understanding the result-
ing Hamiltonians, it is still an important open problem
to determine other useful ways of representing the vec-
tors in the null space. (3) Finally, in the case when the
QCM has no null space, the target state |ψT 〉 is not an
eigenstate of any Hamiltonian within the chosen target
space of Hamiltonians. Nonetheless, the smallest eigen-
values of the QCM still potentially contain useful infor-
mation. Eigenvectors of the QCM with small eigenvalues
correspond to Hamiltonians with small variance under
the target state |ψT 〉. This means that the lowest eigen-
vectors of the QCM represent Hamiltonians under which
the target wave function |ψT 〉 is “close” to an eigenstate.
It will be important future work to better understand the
implications of this.
EHC is a simple, non-iterative, and remarkably ef-
ficient procedure that only requires the computation
of d2T + dT expectation values of correlation functions
〈hˆahˆb〉T and observables 〈hˆa〉T . Standard numerical
methods for computing such expectation values, such
as VMC, DMRG, or exact diagonalization (ED), can be
used to evaluate the entries of the QCM. For our specific
calculations, we used DMRG, i.e., matrix product state
(MPS) methods, and VMC.
When using DMRG, we represent the target state |ψT 〉
as a MPS, and the Hermitian operators hˆa as low bond
dimension matrix product operators (MPOs). This al-
lows us to efficiently evaluate 〈hˆahˆb〉T and 〈hˆa〉T with
standard methods, by contracting the MPS |ψT 〉 with
the hˆahˆb and hˆa MPOs. We performed our MPS calcu-
lations on finite size systems of up to N = 32 sites and
were able to compute all of the entries of the QCM to
machine precision.
With VMC, we estimated the expectation values of
observables Oˆ ∈ {hˆahˆb, hˆa} under the variational target
wave function |ψT 〉:
〈Oˆ〉T = 〈ψT |Oˆ|ψT 〉〈ψT |ψT 〉 =
∑
R
|〈ψT |R〉|2∑
R′ |〈ψT |R′〉|2
〈R|Oˆ|ψT 〉
〈R|ψT 〉
by sampling configurations |R〉 from the probability dis-
tribution ∝ |〈ψT |R〉|2 with Metropolis Markov chain
Monte Carlo and computing O(R) ≡ 〈R|Oˆ|ψT 〉/〈R|ψT 〉
[63]. The O(R) can be concurrently evaluated during the
Markov chain sampling, which means the entries of the
QCM have reduced relative statistical noise. Alterna-
tively, with VMC, one can also generate the QCM from
a Ns×dT sample matrix Msa = 〈Rs|hˆa|ψT 〉/〈Rs|ψT 〉 for
{|Rs〉}Nss=1 sampled from ∝ |〈ψT |R〉|2. The sample matrix
can be computed more efficiently than the QCM directly,
requiring calculating dT observables per sample instead
of d2T . Moreover, similar to principle component analy-
sis (PCA), one can perform SVD on an appropriately-
shifted sample matrix to learn about the eigenvectors of
the QCM [64].
We empirically found that even though VMC produces
a noisy statistical estimate of the QCM, we can still ro-
bustly identify properties of the QCM. Interestingly, the
dimensionality of the null space has significantly lower
statistical noise than the numerical entries of the null
vectors.
Finally, in addition to EHC, we developed a general-
ized form of the method for finding a space of Hamiltoni-
ans with multiple target wave functions |ψT,1〉, |ψT,2〉, . . .
as degenerate energy eigenstates, called Degenerate
Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian Construction (DEHC), that
we discuss in the supplemental material.
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FIG. 2. All Hamiltonians of a finite-dimensional quantum system form a real vector space of Hermitian operators (shown in
red). Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian Construction (EHC) is performed in a target space of Hamiltonians, a physically meaningful
subspace of the entire vector space chosen by the user (shown in blue). The output of EHC is the eigenstate space, a subspace
of the target space consisting of Hamiltonians that contain a target wave function |ψT 〉 as an energy eigenstate (shown in
green). Using ground state methods, one can further map out the ground state manifold, the region in eigenstate space where
the target state |ψT 〉 is a ground state (shown in white).
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FIG. 3. The steps of Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian Construc-
tion (EHC). 1 Represent the target state |ψT 〉 numerically
using, for example, MPS, VMC, or ED techniques. 2 Com-
pute the quantum covariance matrix (QCM) CT given by
Eq. (1). 3 Perform a singular value decomposition (SVD)
to decompose CT into CT = UDU
†, with the columns of U
representing the singular vectors and the diagonal entries of
D representing their corresponding singular values. Identify
the null vectors, i.e., the singular vectors with zero singular
values. The null vectors correspond to the coupling constants
of Hamiltonians with |ψT 〉 as an energy eigenstate. The CT
matrix depicted is the QCM for the XX chain ground state
used in our phase expansion example.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With a few illustrative examples, we demonstrate three
applications of the EHC method – Hamiltonian discovery,
state collision, and phase expansion. Additional exam-
ples of phase expansion on the Heisenberg chain and the
Kitaev chain are discussed in the supplemental material.
A brief summary of our results using the EHC method
Target state(s) dT Dim. e.s. space Dim. g.s. manifold
|ψUFI〉 111 21 ≥ 3
|ψ±SD〉 8 4 4
|ψm,lP3C〉 8 3 3
|ψ±SD〉 & |ψm,lP3C〉 8 2 2
|ψXX〉 198 22 ≥ 3
|ψBCS〉 408 16 ≥ 2
|ψ±KC〉 210 77 ≥ 22
|ψH〉 198 39 ≥ 3
|ψ±SD〉 198 108 ≥ 36
TABLE I. A summary of the results of Eigenstate-to-
Hamiltonian Construction (EHC) calculations performed in
this work. Target states and a target space of Hamiltonians
of dimension dT are provided as input to EHC. The output
of EHC is an eigenstate space of Hamiltonians. Ground state
methods were used to map out the ground state manifold, but
often could only provide a lower bound on the dimensionality
of the manifold. The first row is our Hamiltonian discovery re-
sult, the next three rows are our state collision results, and the
last rows are our phase expansion results. The phase expan-
sion results for the ground states of the Kitaev chain, Heisen-
berg chain, and Majumdar-Ghosh model, |ψ±KC〉, |ψH〉, |ψ±SD〉,
respectively, were obtained for length N = 12 chains and are
discussed in the supplemental material.
are shown in Table I.
A. Hamiltonian discovery
In this section, we investigate a new type of wave func-
tion and use the EHC method to construct a parent
Hamiltonian for which it is a ground state.
We choose a quantum state that is derived from
classical magnetically frustrated spin configurations.
As shown in Fig. 4(a), an Ising antiferromagnet
on a triangle-tiled lattice exhibits geometric frustra-
5?
(a) (b)
FIG. 4. (a) For a classical Ising antiferromagnetic triangle,
all three bond energies cannot be simultaneously minimized,
leading to a six-fold ground state degeneracy. (b) The uniform
frustrated Ising (UFI) state is a uniform superposition of the
ground states of an antiferromagnetic Ising model on a lattice
of triangles. In this case, we consider the UFI state on a
triangular two-leg ladder.
tion, which results in a large ground state degener-
acy. The simplest such model is the antiferromagnetic
Ising model on the triangular two-leg ladder: HˆI =∑N
i=1
(
σzi σ
z
i+1 +
1
2σ
z
i σ
z
i+2
)
. This model contains combi-
natorially many ground state spin configurations chosen
so that each triangle has exactly two up or two down
spins. We analyze a new type of wave function, called
the uniform frustrated Ising (UFI) state |ψUFI〉, shown
in Fig. 4(b), which is an equal superposition of the HˆI
ground state spin configurations. We use the UFI state
as the target state in EHC and discover Hamiltonians for
which it is the ground state. While we do not study the
properties of this state, our consideration of it is inspired
by other wave functions that are uniform superpositions
of ordered states, such as the uniform RVB state [1, 2]
and uniform dimer states [65–67], which have played im-
portant roles in spin liquid physics. We represented our
target wave function |ψT 〉 = |ψUFI〉 numerically as a ma-
trix product state (MPS) for finite periodic ladders of size
N = 8, 12, 16.
In addition to the target wave function |ψT 〉, EHC
needs a target space of physically meaningful Hamilto-
nians HˆT =
∑dT
a=1 Jahˆa in which to search for parent
Hamiltonians. For our target space of Hamiltonians, we
considered a large dT = 111 dimensional space of Hamil-
tonians spanned by periodic, local operators made from
products of Pauli matrices on up to 3 sites separated spa-
tially up to a distance of 3 sites away on the ladder. Some
operators in this target space include:
hˆ1 ≡
N∑
i=1
σxi hˆ5 ≡
N∑
i=1
σxi σ
y
i+1
hˆ28 ≡
N∑
i=1
σzi σ
x
i+3 hˆ66 ≡
N∑
i=1
σxi σ
z
i+1σ
z
i+3. (3)
Using the finite MPS representation of |ψUFI〉, we com-
puted the 111× 111 quantum covariance matrix (QCM)
for the target space defined by the operators hˆ1, . . . , hˆ111.
We identified 21 null vectors of the QCM. These corre-
spond to a space of 21 Hamiltonians with |ψUFI〉 as an
eigenstate, which includes the Ising model HˆI . Here, we
focus on two non-trivial operators in this space
Hˆ
(1)
UFI =
N∑
i=1
1
2
σzi σ
z
i+2 + σ
z
i σ
z
i+3 + σ
x
i σ
z
i+1σ
z
i+2 − σzi−2σxi σzi+1
Hˆ
(2)
UFI =
N∑
i=1
1
2
σzi σ
z
i+2 + σ
z
i σ
z
i+3 + σ
z
i−2σ
z
i−1σ
x
i − σzi−1σxi σzi+2.
which contain Ising interactions within and between tri-
angles on the ladder as well as off-diagonal three site in-
teractions of the form σxσzσz between triangles. These
operators exist in four-site unit cells. We found that the
UFI state is an E = −N/2 energy eigenstate of these
operators. Other operators in the eigenstate space are
discussed in the supplemental material.
Using DMRG and ED for ladders of N = 8, 12, 16, 20
sites, we studied the ground state manifold of the Hamil-
tonian
JHˆI + J1Hˆ
(1)
UFI + J2Hˆ
(2)
UFI . (4)
Interestingly, for J > 0 and 0 < J1/J = J2/J <
Jc/J , we found that the UFI state is a ground state of
Eq. (4), where Jc/J depends on system size (Jc/J ≈
0.25, 0.20, 0.175 for N = 8, 12, 16, respectively). More-
over, for the system sizes studied, we determined empir-
ically that for this range of parameters |ψUFI〉 exists in
a degenerate ground state manifold containing 5 + N/4
states. Ultimately, our results show that there is a family
of quantum models adiabatically connected to the anti-
ferromagnetic Ising two-leg ladder with the UFI state as
a ground sate.
B. State collision
In this section, we consider many wave functions at
the same time and use our inverse method to construct
parent Hamiltonians that have all of them as degenerate
ground states.
Naively, one might attempt to solve this problem by
applying the EHC method repeatedly, once for each wave
function, and combining the results. However, this ap-
proach would only reveal where in Hamiltonian space
the wave functions are simultaneous eigenstates, but not
where they are degenerate eigenstates. To properly solve
this problem, one needs to use the generalization of EHC
for degenerate wave functions, DEHC, to find the ap-
propriate eigenstate space. In the following example, we
apply DEHC to a triangular two-leg ladder system and
search for the eigenstate space where two singlet dimer
states and all “projected 3-coloring states” are degener-
ate.
The singlet dimer states are |ψ±SD〉 =
(|ψ1,2ψ3,4 · · ·ψN−1,N 〉 ± |ψ2,3ψ4,5 · · ·ψN,1〉)/
√
2 where
|ψi,j〉 ≡ (|↑i↓j〉 − |↓i↑j〉)/
√
2 is a singlet dimer between
sites i and j. The states |ψ±SD〉 are the two degenerate
6ground states of the periodic Majumdar-Ghosh model
[56, 57].
The projected 3-coloring states [58] are projected prod-
uct states of the form |ψm,lP3C〉 ≡ PSz=m
(⊗N
i=1 |ni〉
)
where |ni〉 ≡ (|↑i〉 + ωni |↓i〉)/
√
2 with ni ∈ {0, 1, 2},
PSz=m is a projection onto the Sz-sector with magnetiza-
tionm, ω ≡ ei2pi/3, and each triangle of the two-leg ladder
is 3-colored so that ni, ni+1, ni+2 are different for every
i. The parameter l labels the two possible 3-colorings of
the two-leg ladder. There are 2N linearly independent
projected 3-coloring states |ψm,lP3C〉.
As input to DEHC, we provide a dT = 8 dimensional
target space of Hamiltonians spanned by local two-site
exchange and Ising interactions on even and odd sites.
The first four operators, which act on even sites, are
hˆ1 ≡
N/2∑
i=1
∑
ρ=x,y
Sρ2iS
ρ
2i+1 hˆ2 ≡
N/2∑
i=1
Sz2iS
z
2i+1
hˆ3 ≡
N/2∑
i=1
∑
ρ=x,y
Sρ2iS
ρ
2i+2 hˆ4 ≡
N/2∑
i=1
Sz2iS
z
2i+2 (5)
where Sρi = σ
ρ
i /2 are spin-1/2 operators. The other four
act on odd sites. Also provided as input to DEHC, are
all 2N + 2 projected 3-coloring and singlet dimer states.
From a single DEHC calculation, we found the follow-
ing two-dimensional space of Hamiltonians for which the
singlet dimer states and projected 3-coloring states are
degenerate eigenstates
K1
(
N∑
i=1
Hˆ
(i,1)
XXZ0 +
1
2
N∑
i=1
Hˆ
(i,2)
XXZ0
)
+K2
N∑
i=1
(−1)iHˆ(i,2)XXZ0
(6)
with parameters K1 and K2 defining the space, where
Hˆ
(i,r)
XXZ0 ≡ Sxi Sxi+r + Syi Syi+r − 12Szi Szi+r [68]. This space
of Hamiltonians is where the two sets of states “collide”
and become degenerate with one another.
To better understand the Hamiltonians surrounding
this “collision region,” we performed two more DEHC
calculations, one with only the singlet dimer states
as input and one with only the projected 3-coloring
states as input. In both cases, we considered the same
8-dimensional target space of Hamiltonians described
above.
From one calculation, we found that the singlet dimer
states |ψ±SD〉 are degenerate energy eigenstates of a four-
dimensional space of Hamiltonians
N∑
i=1
∑
ρ=x,y
[
Jxy
(
Sρi S
ρ
i+1 +
1
2
Sρi S
ρ
i+2
)
+ (−1)iδxySρi Sρi+2
]
+
N∑
i=1
[
Jz
(
Szi S
z
i+1 +
1
2
Szi S
z
i+2
)
+ (−1)iδzSzi Szi+2
]
(7)
with parameters Jxy, Jz, δxy, δz defining the space.
From the other calculation, we found that the pro-
jected 3-coloring states |ψm,lP3C〉 are degenerate eigenstates
of a three-dimensional space of Hamiltonians
JXXZ0
N∑
i=1
Hˆ
(i,1)
XXZ0 + e
N/2∑
i=1
Hˆ
(2i,2)
XXZ0 + o
N/2∑
i=1
Hˆ
(2i+1,2)
XXZ0
(8)
where JXXZ0, e, o are the three parameters defining the
space.
Informed by our inverse method calculations, we
could effectively map out the ground state manifolds
of the singlet dimer states and the projected 3-coloring
states by performing DMRG on the models defined by
Eqs. (6), (7), (8) on finite size ladders of size N =
12, 16, 32. Due to the low dimensionality of the Hamil-
tonian spaces considered in this example, we are able to
visualize how the singlet dimer and projected 3-coloring
parent Hamiltonians “collide” in Hamiltonian space. A
visualization of this collision, shown in two different ways,
is depicted in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5(a) shows the ground state manifold of the sin-
glet dimer states |ψ±SD〉 contained in a three-dimensional
projection of their four-dimensional eigenstate space.
Fig. 5(b) shows the ground state manifold of the pro-
jected 3-coloring states |ψm,lP3C〉 contained in their three-
dimensional eigenstate space. The combined eigenstate
space where |ψ±SD〉 and |ψm,lP3C〉 are degenerate energy
eigenstates, is depicted in purple in both Fig. 5(a) and
Fig. 5(b). From DMRG and ED, we found that the col-
lision region occurs for the set of parameters K1 > 0 and
−1/2 ≤ K2/K1 ≤ 1/2 [69]. The collision region appears
as a line segment in Fig. 5(a) and as a triangular region
in Fig. 5(b).
Note that the singlet dimer eigenstate space can
be constructed from an anisotropic generalization of a
known space of “block operators” described by Ref. 70,
which we discuss in the supplemental material. Simi-
larly, the projected 3-coloring eigenstate space is largely
made up of a known space of triangle-tiled Hamiltonians
described by Ref. 58.
C. Phase expansion
In this section, we show with two examples, the XX
chain and a 2D BDG model, how EHC can be used to ex-
pand the zero-temperature phase diagram about a known
Hamiltonian Hˆ0 to find a non-trivial many-dimensional
manifold of Hamiltonians with the same ground state
wave function as Hˆ0.
When phase expanding from Hˆ0, there are generically
two classes of new Hamiltonians one might find: Hamil-
tonians that commute with Hˆ0 and those that do not.
Adding Hˆ0-commuting Hamiltonians to Hˆ0 not only pre-
serves the target state |ψT 〉 as an eigenstate, but actually
preserve all eigenstates and only acts to shift the eigen-
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FIG. 5. State collision example. Collision of the singlet
dimer states |ψ±SD〉 and the projected 3-coloring states |ψm,lP3C〉
from (a) the perspective of the singlet dimer eigenstate space,
which is given by Eq. (7) with Jxy = 1 and is shown in green
and (b) the perspective of the projected 3-coloring eigenstate
space, which is given by Eq. (8) and is shown in teal. The
space where all of the states are degenerate eigenstates is given
by Eq. (6) and is shown in purple; it appears as a line in (a)
and a plane in (b). The collision region, where all states
are degenerate ground states, occurs on the indicated line
segment in (a) and in the indicated triangular region in (b).
values. These Hamiltonians can be the result of con-
served quantities, such as total S2z . In our phase expan-
sion results, we, unsurprisingly, find such Hamiltonians.
However, surprisingly, we also find non-Hˆ0-commuting
Hamiltonians with |ψT 〉 as an eigenstate. Adding such
Hamiltonians to Hˆ0 preserves the target state |ψT 〉 as an
energy eigenstate while modifying other eigenstates. For
example, in the XX chain and Heisenberg chain (see sup-
plemental material) we find new Hamiltonians that do
not commute with their respective Hˆ0.
The periodic XX chain, HˆXX =∑N
n=1
(
SxnS
x
n+1 + S
y
nS
y
n+1
)
, has an antiferromag-
netic ground state |ψXX〉. We represent |ψXX〉 as
a MPS, which we obtain by performing DMRG on
periodic XX chains of length N = 12. Because a
priori we do not know what a possible expanded
phase diagram of |ψXX〉 might look like, we consid-
ered a large target space of Hamiltonians spanned by
dT = 3
(
N
2
)
= 3N(N −1)/2 = 198 two-site spin operators
of the form
Sxi S
x
j S
y
i S
y
j S
z
i S
z
j (9)
where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N . Note that these operators are
simple and physically reasonable in that they only in-
volve two-site spin interactions, though they are non-
local for spins arranged on a chain. One can easily see
that the original Hamiltonian HˆXX is contained in this
target space.
Using a MPS representation of |ψXX〉, we computed
the QCM for the target space given by Eq. (9), which
is depicted in Fig. 3, and found that its null space was
spanned by 22 null vectors for N = 12, where 12 were re-
lated to total Sz conservation (see supplement for details)
and 4 appeared to be from finite-size effects. The remain-
ing 6 null vectors corresponded to a space of Hamiltoni-
ans
Hˆ
(c,)
XX ≡
N∑
n=1
nf (c)(n)
(
SxnS
x
n+1 + S
y
nS
y
n+1
)
(10)
where  = ±1 and f (c)(n) = 1, sin(2pin/N), cos(2pin/N)
for c = 0, 1, 2, respectively. These operators corre-
spond to particular types of sinusoidally modulated and
anisotropic XX chain interactions. Note that |ψXX〉 is
a zero energy eigenstate of all of these operators, except
for Hˆ
(0,+)
XX = HˆXX . Also, the four operators Hˆ
(c,)
XX for
c = 1, 2 and  = ±1 do not commute with HˆXX . In fact,
the six operators in Eq. (10) do not commute with one an-
other except in  = ±1 pairs, so that
[
Hˆ
(c,+)
XX , Hˆ
(c,−)
XX
]
= 0
for all c.
Next, informed by the results of EHC, we mapped
out the ground state manifold of |ψXX〉 by performing
ground state calculations on Hamiltonians in the space
described by Eq. (10) [71]. We find a highly non-trivial
ground state manifold for the Hamiltonian∑
c=0,1,2
∑
=±1
Jc,Hˆ
(c,)
XX (11)
defined by the six parameters J0,±, J1,±, J2,±. We an-
alyzed the ground state manifold empirically by con-
sidering two and three-dimensional projections of this
space subject to the constraint J0,+ = 1. For exam-
ple, for finite size systems we found the following (ap-
proximate) two-dimensional regions where |ψXX〉 was
the ground state: |J0,−| + |Jc,| <∼ 1 for c = 1, 2
8and  = ±1; |Jc,−| + |Jc,+| <∼ 1 for c = 1, 2; and
(J1,1)
2 + (J2,2)
2 <∼ 1 for 1, 2 = ±1. We also observed
an example of a three-dimensional ground state mani-
fold for |ψXX〉 with the approximate shape of a tetrahe-
dron, depicted in Fig. 6(b). The tetrahedron-like mani-
fold has endpoints at approximately (J0,−, J1,+, J1,−) =
(−1,−1,−1), (1, 1,−1), (1,−1, 1), (−1, 1, 1) in coupling
constant space. One implication of our results is that
the ground state of the XX chain is robust to specific si-
nusoidally modulated XX-like perturbations. Note that
the Hamiltonians found in Eq. (11) are related to a map-
ping discussed in Ref. 72.
Finally, we discuss an application of the EHC method
to a two-dimensional system using variational Monte
Carlo (VMC) to calculate the QCM. In this example, we
performed phase expansion on the ground state of the
following BdG Hamiltonian on an L× L square lattice
HˆBdG = −
∑
(x,y),σ
(c†(x,y),σc(x+1,y),σ + c
†
(x,y),σc(x,y+1),σ + h.c.)
+
∑
(x,y)
(c(x,y),↑c(x,y),↓ + h.c.)
where (x, y) indicates the coordinates of a site in the lat-
tice. This model is the parent Hamiltonian of the s-wave
BCS wave function |ψBCS〉 =
∏
k(uk+vkc
†
k↑c
†
−k↓)|0〉 with
BCS parameters uk, vk defined in the standard way and
∆k = ∆ = t = 1, µ = 0.
The target space provided as input to EHC was
spanned by all possible one and two-site operators of the
form∑
σ
n(x,y)σ, n(x,y)↑n(x,y)↓,
∑
σ
(c†(x,y)σc(x′,y′)σ + h.c.),
(c(x,y)↑c(x′,y′)↓ + h.c.),
∑
σ,σ′
n(x,y)σn(x′,y′)σ′ .
In our calculations, we considered an N = 4×4 = 16 site
system, which made the dimension of this target space
dT = 408.
Using VMC, we numerically estimated the QCM for
the N = 16 site BCS state in this target space. The
eigenstate space produced by the EHC method contained
16 operators. One interesting Hamiltonian in this space
is the staggered s-wave pairing operator
Hˆs =
∑
(x,y)
(−1)x+y(c(x,y),↑c(x,y),↓ + h.c.). (12)
The s-wave BCS state |ψBCS〉 is a zero energy eigen-
state of this operator. Numerically, we determined that
|ψBCS〉 is actually the ground state of the phase ex-
panded model tHˆBdG+∆sHˆs for t > 0 and −1 ≤ ∆s/t ≤
1, even for large system sizes. An alternative approach
for constructing parent Hamiltonians from BCS ground
states is given in Ref. 7.
Other examples of phase expansion for the Kitaev
chain, Heisenberg chain, and Majumdar-Ghosh model
Eigenstate 
   space 
Ground state 
manifold 
Target 
space 
(a)
Eigenstate 
   space 
Ground state 
manifold 
(b)
FIG. 6. Phase expansion schematic and example. (a)
Schematic representing the expansion of a phase diagram
about a known Hamiltonian Hˆ0, which has a known ground
state |ψT 〉. Shown is the target space (blue) provided as in-
put to the EHC method, the eigenstate space (green) of |ψT 〉
produced as the output of EHC and the expanded ground
state manifold (white) of |ψT 〉. (b) Numerical results for the
phase expansion about the Hamiltonian HˆXX with ground
state |ψXX〉. Shown is a three-dimensional projection (green)
of the six-dimensional eigenstate space of |ψXX〉, given by
Eq. (11) with J0,+ = 1 and J2,± = 0 and the ground state
manifold of |ψXX〉 (white), which almost has the shape of a
tetrahedron. For simplicity of visualization, here we plot a
tetrahedron, which contains most of the ground state man-
ifold, though ignores a small curved region which extends
slightly beyond the tetrahedron.
9are discussed in the supplemental material. A visualiza-
tion of the QCMs computed in our phase expansion re-
sults and their spectra are shown in Fig. 7. Note that for
each QCM considered, there are many eigenvalues that
are zero to numerical precision, which are separated by
many orders of magnitude from the non-zero eigenvalues.
We note that for frustration-free models, such as the Ki-
taev chain and Majumdar-Ghosh model, we found eigen-
state spaces that were much higher-dimensional than for
the other models we considered.
IV. SUMMARY
We have developed the Eigenstate-to-Hamiltonian
Construction (EHC) which is an efficient inverse method
that can be used to produce spaces of physically meaning-
ful parent Hamiltonians from a wave function. Analogous
to variational wave function approaches to the forward
problem, EHC is a variational Hamiltonian approach
that finds parent Hamiltonians from a class of models.
We anticipate that it will play a similarly important role
in strongly-correlated physics.
The key to the EHC method is computing the quan-
tum covariance matrix (QCM) (see Eq. (1)), from which
parent Hamiltonians can be found. Even though for the
examples presented in this work we computed the QCM
using VMC and DMRG, one can certainly compute the
QCM using various other analytical, numerical, and ex-
perimental approaches. For example, one can compute
the QCM in the context of sign-problem free Hamiltoni-
ans using quantum Monte Carlo.
We have described some sample applications of EHC
in which we revealed some interesting and unforeseen
structure of Hamiltonian space. We demonstrated how
to find new types of Hamiltonians with EHC by automat-
ically constructing parent Hamiltonians for a uniform su-
perposition of frustrated Ising spin configurations. The
discovered parent Hamiltonians are non-trivial quantum
models that are adiabatically connected to the degener-
ate ground state manifold of the classical Ising antiferro-
magnet. This example clearly illustrates how the EHC
method can quickly and with minimal theoretical inge-
nuity produce parent Hamiltonians that might otherwise
take significant effort or insight to discover.
We also showed how the degenerate version of EHC,
DEHC, can find regions of Hamiltonian space where
many wave functions are degenerate, which allows one to
automatically identify level-crossings or topological de-
generacies between different states. We demonstrated
this by finding the space where singlet dimer states and
3-coloring states “collide,” resulting in a highly degener-
ate ground state manifold corresponding to a first-order
quantum phase transition.
Finally we showed how to use EHC to expand the phase
diagram of known model Hamiltonians, such as the XX
chain, the Kitaev chain, the Heisenberg chain, and a 2D
s-wave BdG model. In doing so, we showed that these
specific models are actually special points in Hamilto-
nian space and that their ground states are shared with
surrounding Hamiltonians in large, non-trivial regions in
this space.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The EHC approach fits into a broader class of tech-
niques, such as machine learning approaches, for au-
tomating physical understanding that previously re-
quired significant insight. Moreover, given the relation
between the QCM and covariance matrices used in statis-
tics, data science, and machine learning, one might ex-
pect methods developed in those contexts, such as prin-
cipal component analysis, to be applicable to EHC and
quantum systems.
The standard approach to condensed matter physics is
to take a Hamiltonian and determine emergent properties
represented by it ground state(s). Historically this has
been difficult because of the exponential computational
complexity in determining the exact ground state wave
function. In this work, we invert this approach, demon-
strating a new approach to condensed matter physics.
Starting with wave functions with desired properties,
we find Hamiltonians with these ground states in time
quadratic in the dimension of the local Hamiltonian space
explored by EHC. This new perspective asks us to con-
sider more broadly the structure of the larger phase space
of physically meaningful Hamiltonians.
EHC is a general tool that allows both theorists and
experimentalist to construct Hamiltonians that have in-
teresting physics or targeted properties in their ground
states. Example uses might include targeting ground
states in cold-atom systems as well as applications to
spin liquids, fractional quantum Hall physics, unconven-
tional superconductivity, many-body localization, frus-
trated magnetism, and continuum ab-initio approaches.
EHC is a key step toward the long-term goal of material
design of strongly correlated materials.
Note Added: In the final stages of preparing this
manuscript, a post to the Journal Club for Condensed
Matter Physics [73] brought to our attention the exis-
tence of a recent preprint [74] that independently devel-
oped a similar approach based on the quantum covariance
matrix.
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